Are you ready to explore campus?! Round up your friends (socially distant*, of course) and prepare to participate in CitySolve U! Teams are encouraged.

You will need a computer for this virtual event.

You must solve all the clues to qualify for any prizes.

**Virtual CitySolve U - Rules + Instructions**

In CitySolve U’s virtual game you’ll solve incredibly fun clues and puzzles all while discovering campus all while in the comfort and safety of your humble abode.

To solve the virtual portion of CitySolve U participants will need to use a computer. Your smartphone will not be able to use Street View or Photo Sphere properly (see below).

There aren’t any rules with a virtual event. You will solve a clue. Once you solve the clue you will need to use Google Maps to solve the Q2. There is a Q2 for each clue. There are two (2) ways for find your answer for Q2:

- Street View (identified as SV on your clue sheet): SV are those blue lines that appear on the map.
- Photo Sphere (identified as PS on your clue sheet): PS are those blue circles that appear on the map.

How do I get the SV or PS? You will need your computer.

- First, go to [Google Maps](https://www.google.com/maps).
- Second, in the bottom righthand corner located the yellow figure.
- Third, “grab” the yellow figure and drop the figure to view SV or PS.

Don’t forget to search for your Q2 answer. Finding the Q2 answer is the only way to confirm that the clue has been solved.

**How Do I Submit My Answers?**

Submit your answers to: [TigerZone](https://tigerzone.com)

On TigerZone you will have the option of uploading your answer sheet as a picture or PDF or typing in the answers to Q2 for the 10 questions.

*This event is to be played virtually, but you may play with your roommates or play with your friends via Zoom (or preferred video conferencing platform).*
Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

Sounds delish...Find all of the words in the word list below in the wordsearch puzzle provided. Cross out every letter of each of the words as you find them. Words may appear horizontally, vertically, or backwards. The 16 leftover letters, when read from left to right or top to bottom, will reveal the name of this checkpoint. Note: It’s the one closest to U of M’s campus.
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ANSWER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Q2: What color are the awnings on the building?

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

So tasty...Solve the trivia questions below and cross out the letters of each answer in the letter grid. Then rearrange the remaining letters (those that have not been crossed out) to reveal this restaurant located in the Midtown section of Memphis. Each question below is accompanied by a number in parentheses—this number indicates how many letters are in the answer to that question.

Trivia questions
1. Famous cartoon animal: Porky the ___ (3)
2. What animal jumped over the ___ then you’re cold (3)
3. Istanbul is this country’s most populated city (6)
4. Actor who played Frodo in Lord of the Rings; last name (4)
5. Miami’s NBA team (4)
6. Katy Perry lyrics: ‘Cause you’re ___ (3)
7. What the C stands for in the fast food chain KFC (7)
8. BBQ side: cole ___ (4)
9. Nickname of Chicago’s MLS team (4)
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ANSWER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Q2: What are the 4 words on the sign under the name of the checkpoint?

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

Make sense? For each hint below, use the logic grid to identify the answer by pairing one word in the horizontal row with one word in the vertical column. Each word can be used only once. The remaining unused words from the horizontal row and vertical column will form the name of your next on-campus checkpoint.

HINTS:
1. Hotel, motel...
2. Penny Hardaway
3. Find cello, ukulele + harmonica here

Q2: How many tiger foot prints are next to the name of this checkpoint? NOTE: The foot prints are on the back of the building.

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

You’ve been eliminated! To find your next checkpoint, eliminate the letter combinations of the initials for answers to each of the following clues. The remaining letter combinations will spell your checkpoint’s name.
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1. This state borders Tennessee to the east
2. Stadium where the Memphis Tigers play football
3. Memphis Grizzlies rookie point guard
4. He owned Graceland; King of Rock and Roll
5. Memphis native who married Jessica Biel
6. He was the 1st overall NBA draft pick in 2008

Q2: How many trees are in grey planter boxes in front of the entrance to this checkpoint?

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

Are you smarter than a 5th grader? Use the hints in the limerick below to find your next checkpoint. If you don’t know what a limerick is then Google it!

There’s a spot a bit off campus that students just go nuts!
They sell glazed and powdered so eat ’em all and fill your guts.
It is on Mt. Moriah Road;
Bring a dozen back to your abode.
There are so many sweet treats to eat at

Q2: What are the 4 words on the sign under the name of the checkpoint?

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

**Street smarts**... This map represents 7 streets. Identify each of the streets labeled with a letter. Then you should be able to locate your checkpoint located approximately at the asterisk. NOTE: “A” is NOT necessarily north.

Hints:
A. 2nd most expensive property in Monopoly
B. Sherlock Holmes sidekick
C. Type of cracker in a traditional smores

Q2: Immediately underneath the name of this checkpoint is another sign with words in green letters. What is the word on top?

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Photo Sphere for Q2.

**The leftovers**... Cross off words in the box as indicated by the hints below. The remaining word will be your next on-campus checkpoint.

Hints:
A. TN Senators
B. Memphis Grizzlies
C. Actors in *Bluff City Law*
D. Actors in *Hustle & Flow*

Q2: What’s under the tiger’s paw?

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Street View for Q2.

**Pick a number! Any number!** For this checkpoint, solve the following puzzle like a regular crossword, only using numbers instead of letters. Three digits from 0-9 will not be used in the puzzle. Using the three leftover digits, put the lowest number in the middle and the largest number at the end. Once you have the three digit number find the address on South Highland Street and that will be your next checkpoint.

Across
A. Year Penny becomes head coach of U of M’s men’s BB
C. Conor Glennon’s jersey # of U of M’s men’s BB
D. Age of U of M alumnus Fred Thompson passed away

Down
A. Year Calipari becomes head coach of U of M’s men’s BB
B. TN becomes what number state to enter the Union
C. Alana Davis’s jersey # of U of M’s women’s BB

ANSWER: _ _ _ South Highland Street

How do I submit my answers?
Submit your answers to: TigerZone

Don’t forget to do Q2. Use Google Photo Sphere for Q2.

**Cut It Out**... Rearrange the following tiles of letter boxes in such a way that they form the 2-word name of your on-campus checkpoint.

Q2: How many trees are DIRECTLY in front of this address?

How do I submit my answers?
Submit your answers to: TigerZone